**Monster Crisp Snacks!**

**What you need (Ingredients)**

- witch Fat
- ghost feet
- werewolf toenails
- infected vampire teeth
- frog warts
- vampire blood
- yellow spider blood

**Melt 3 TBSP of witch Fat and 4 cups of ghost feet in the microwave for 3 minutes or longer.**

**Mix in 10 drops of vampire blood and 10 drops of yellow spider blood.** Stir until smooth.

**In a large bowl, mix 6 cups of werewolf toenails, 1 cup frog warts, and 3/4 cup infected vampire teeth.**

**Spread some witch fat on the inside of a pan.**

**Stir both mixtures together.**

**Put the monster snack in the pan.**

**Refrigerate and eat later!**

HAVE A HAPPY HALLOWEEN!